
Your marketing strategy tool to put more good out into the world.

Let's paint a
different picture

CAUSE CANVAS

The Cause Canvas is a ten-element strategy framework that helps social and
environmental causes grow in a sustainable way. At the centre of the Canvas lies
the higher goal – your dream for a better world. Follow the steps below to build a
strategy that everyone involved believes in, benefits from and is inspired by.

Picture
Picture your dream turn into reality. What needs to change and why
is it important? Distilling the higher goal – your 'why' – will provide
clarity on the driving force of your cause, help you define your
values and shed light on the other elements of the Cause Canvas. 

Zoom in
Work through each element of the framework, ask critical
questions, gather insights, co-create ideas and start identifying
unique selling points and collaboration opportunities. 

Connect
Connect the dots of the insights you have gained and bridge the
efforts and priorities of all the stakeholders. Ensure open
communication and cooperation among all the people involved.

Evaluate
The Canvas has a circular structure, allowing you to constantly
feed the insights and lessons learned back into the picture, adjust
as needed, and keep improving.

Need support in implementing the Cause Canvas? Get in touch.

https://themarketingpalette.com/
https://themarketingpalette.com/


Inspired by Strategyzer's business model canvas, focused on impact-driven organisations.   |   Social and environmental causes are at the heart of the Marketing Palette. We help you bring your cause into the spotlight with strategic and sustainable marketing. 
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01 | Who is impacted by 
the current state of affairs?

Think of the communities at the core of your organisation.
Research context, needs, sentiment and interest in the

cause. Ensure deep listening and participatory design – 
co-create the cause with the community partners! 

09 | Where do your (potential) supporters
 spend their time?

Identify where you can: have the most meaningful interactions;
follow funding/investment opportunities; generate the most impact.

Adapt the personas' key messages to each platform style.
 

08 | Who will help amplify the cause?
Lay out the revenue model. Define key segments and

personas. Research funding/investment trends and eligibility
for funding streams. Ensure values alignment. Create key

messages per persona.
 
 

07 | How will you establish and maintain credibility?
Share results and lessons learned. Combine statistics with

stories of change. Highlight resulting knowledge resources and
supporting organisations (with similar values). Ensure

transparency, authenticity and accountability at every step.
 

06 | Who's rooting for your cause time and again?
What are they repeatedly sharing (eg. finances, networks,
promotional platforms, knowledge)? Find out why. Ensure

values alignment. Make a relationship nurturing plan.

05 | What human and system interactions can
amplify the impact of your cause?
Make a plan for powering up those interactions and ensure
alignment with your values and the higher goal.

04 | Who and what is needed to act on the
collective promise?
List existing and required skills, know-how, networks, finances,
infrastructure etc. Connect each resource to the collective
promise and make an action plan rooted in your values.

03 | How will you go about fulfilling the
collective promise?
List the steps you and the community partners are
taking and describe the expected impact. Highlight
sustainability and scalability aspects – show, don't tell.

02 | What is the collective commitment to
changing the current state of affairs?
Co-create the promise with the community partners. Clarify
the points of differentiation and contribution to the higher
goal. Set measurable objectives for your promise.
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